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VIGOR

Young Wolves facing challenges
BY DARRON PATTERSON

Sports Correspondent

The crowds on both sides of Auburn's
Jordan-Hare Stadium were going nuts.
Trailing 43-42, but with no timeouts, Vigor
had the ball at the Central-Clay County 25
yard line with just 15 seconds left in the
Class 5A state championship game.
Spiking it to set up for a field goal
wasn't an option, so the Wolves scrambled
to get set as the refs started the clock.
Tick. Tick. Tick.
They never got a play off before time
ran out on Vigor's magical 2018 season.
"We've had a lot of time to reflect," said
Wolves' head coach Deric Scott, his voice
trailing off as he obviously revisited that
sour moment from a year ago in his mind.
"We've had that time to think about what
happened, but we've also had a lot of time
to prepare for this season.
"We recognize that we came up a
little short and we didn't accomplish our
ultimate goal, but we're excited for the
upcoming season, too. Unfortunately, in
football you've got to have the ability to
leave one season behind and move on to
the next. So, that's kind of what we've
done."
The Wolves won't have nearly the cast
of experienced players that took them to
the brink of a state title last season and
thus they have holes to fill up and down
the roster.
"We've got to find a new quarterback
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Junior Jaquintis Summers (6-0, 245),
whom Scott said "has had a really good
spring and summer," will also contribute
to a defense that returns senior cornerback Sidney Williams (6-2, 195) as the lone
starter from a defense that allowed just
nine points a game before the title game
disaster.
"It's going to be a tremendous challenge," said Scott of the upcoming season.
"We'll basically line up with a lot of kids
who have little experience or haven't
played at all. But I'm not going to accentuate that.
"A lot of people in this kind of position
always say 'We're playing with an inexperienced team' as a way of making excuses.
I hate that. We've got to go coach them up
to achieve a good outcome and Vigor Nation wants the same outcome we (coaches)
do.
"We're going to take these kids that we
have and we're going to go play ball with
them. We're going to get them ready to go.
We're not going to accept anything from
them except what the standard of Vigor
is, and I don't want the issue to be that
we're playing with a young team or that to
be the message.
"We're going to go out there and do
what we do, play the way we normally
play and go win."
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Wallace on the ends. Look for Grant
Schoff as a possible defensive end and offensive tackle.
MOBILE — The St. Luke’s Wildcats,
Quarterback for now will be Josh Neustepping down to Class 1A last year from
tze
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players at Class 1A compared to larger
Even with running-back roles on his
classifications, Lee said, “You have offenplate, expect Gamble, a senior, to be the
sive players and defensive players at that
man among linebackers.
level, and at our level you have football
“Class 1A offers players more chances
players. They’re expected to learn an ofon the field,” Lee said. It also offers playfensive position and a defensive position
ers who haven’t played much of the game
and some of our skilled players, we ask
to develop quickly and take game-time
them to learn more than one position on
lumps right away. Also, Lee said, there are
each side of the ball.”
opportunities for the younger players to
The experience is definitely there
compete and he has a few he’s developing
among the remaining and new Wildcats.
this summer.
There are seven returning regulars,
Perry Laduna, he said, had a great
plus another seven who saw some seriworkout summer and is already well conous field time, up to 2-3 quarters a game.
ditioned from basketball. Rising freshman
That’s the gift of coaching and playing
Cam Chambers and up-and-coming eighthin a smaller classification; everyone
graders Larson Holt and Brodie Hale are
plays and is expected to contribute and
three more Lee has on his immediate rayounger players mature into the game
dar. Another young player who has already
more quickly.
proven himself is rising eighth-grader
“The one big difference in coaching at
Jackson Boone, who handled placekicking
1A as opposed to, say, Murphy (where Lee
duties last year. Should Bunch decide to
coached a number of seasons), is that the
continue football, one of his roles will be
skill players are often much smaller. We’re
as a punter.
talking 135 pounds, 125 sometimes,” Lee said.
A year ago, the Wildcats had a bookend
One thing Lee will have going for him
season, opening with a road loss to Georgiin 2019 is that his line, both on offense and
ana and closing with their playoff loss. In
defense, is generally intact, with lots of
between, St. Luke’s racked up 11 straight
returnees. Four big guys in the middle of
wins, outscoring opponents 524-144 during
the O-Line are all returnees. Bryant Lowe
and Dylan Hale will be back as guards, and those 11 games. The Cats had big home
playoff wins against Francis Marion and
Jake Keesee and Stefon Ward are back as
Wadley before encountering Linden.
tackles. Center will be handled either by
This year, Lee sees nearly everyone on
Will Wallace or Andrew Smith or both at
his Class 1A, Region 1 lineup to be a chalone time or another.
Go over to the defensive side, and you’ll lenge, and the coach notes Sweet Water,
Millry and Marengo will be particularly
have Ward, Austin English and Keesee
challenging.
there, with Bryant Lowe, Smith and Will
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